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the saturday, april 18, concert is generously sponsored by Symphony 100. 

carl St.clair • conductor  |  jOSePh hOrOWitz • artistic advisEr and scriPtWritEr (aFtEr sHaKEsPEarE)
timOthY landauer • cEllo  |  raYmOnd kOBler • violin  |  Paul manaSter • violin

jeanne SkrOcki • violin  |  Bridget dOlkaS • violin
rich WOrdeS • roMEo (actor)  |  amY hitchcOck • JuliEt (actor)

daVid tai kim • YounG roMEo (dancEr)  |  keira SchWartz • YounG JuliEt (dancEr)
lOrin jOhnSOn • cHorEoGraPHEr

classical seriesaPr. 16-18

Performance begins at 8 p.m. Preview talk with alan chapman begins at 7 p.m.

SegerStrom center for the artS
Renée and henRy segeRstRom conceRt hall

presents

2014-15 hal & Jeanette SegerStrom 
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official television stationofficial vehicle

the saturday, april 18, performance is being recorded for broadcast 
 on sunday, July 12, at 7 p.m. on classical Kusc.

P a c i F i c  S Y m P h O n Y  P r O u d l Y  r e c O g n i z e S  i t S  O F F i c i a l  P a r t n e r S

official Hotel official classical radio station

antonio vivaldi (1678-1741)
concerto in B minor for 4 Violins, continuo & Strings, 
Op. 3, No. 10, RV 580
 allegro
 largo
 allegro
  Raymond Kobler, Paul Manaster
  Jeanne Skrocki, Bridget Dolkas

Piotr ilyich tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op. 33
 Moderato assai quasi andante—
     thema: Moderato semplice
 variation i: tempo della thema
 variation ii: tempo della thema
 variation iii: andante sostenuto
 variation iv: andante grazioso
 variation v: allegro moderato
 variation vi: andante
 variation vii e coda: allegro vivo
  Timothy Landauer

serge Prokofiev (1891-1953)
Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64  
An adaptation of Prokofiev’s ballet, incorporating his 
original “happy ending”
 Montagues and capulets
 Juliet the Young Girl
 Minuet
 Balcony scene
 tybalt’s death
 romeo Enters, looks at Juliet (laurence struggles 
     with romeo)
 Juliet Begins to Breathe
 laurence strikes the Gong (romeo Embraces Juliet)
 People arrive on the scene
 Entrance of romeo and Juliet (romeo Begins to dance 
     with the reviving Juliet)
 andantino

i n t E r M i s s i o n
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Variations on a rococo theme
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, strings, solo cello 
Performance time: 19 minutes

C oming next on our program is an offshoot of the romantic 
concerto form: tchaikovsky’s variations on a rococo theme, 
after the First Piano concerto and the violin concerto, his 

best-known work for solo instrument with orchestra and a staple of 
the cello repertoire. almost invariably (and also tonight), we hear 
this music in a version that is not entirely composed by tchaikovsky. 
Wilhelm Fitzenhagen, the principal cellist of the orchestra of the 
imperial russian Music society in Moscow, was the dedicatee of the 
rococo variations and the soloist at its first performance. He revised 
tchaikovsky’s score extensively—dropping one of the eight variations, 
changing the order to the remaining seven, and altering many details 
in the cello part. tchaikovsky’s attitude towards Fitzenhagen’s 
revision remains fuzzy. He acquiesced in its publication, and again 
consulted with Fitzenhagen in preparing a second work for cello and 
orchestra, the Pezzo Capriccioso. 

crucial to Fitzenhagen’s re-composition was the placement of the 
slow c major variation (andante sostenuto)—the only variation 
in triple meter. tchaikovsky had put it next to last—just before 
the finale; Fitzenhagen repositioned it as the fourth variation. the 
theme, stated by the soloist after a brief orchestral introduction, is 
tchaikovsky’s own. it is invariably followed by a slithery chromatic 
woodwind epilogue that links each variation to the next, and 
sometimes penetrates the fabric of the variation itself. though 
none of this is literally “rococo,” the variations on a rococo theme 
eloquently testifies to tchaikovsky’s well-known affection for the lost 
innocence of the 18th century.

concerto for four Violins, continuo and Strings
Instrumentation: harpsichord, strings, 4 solo violins 
Performance time: 10 minutes

V ivaldi’s op. 3 “Harmonic inspirations” is a set of 12 vivaldi 
concertos. tonight’s no. 10, for four violins, cello and strings 
in B minor, was transcribed by Johann sebastian Bach for four 

harpsichords in a minor. in fact, Bach fully transcribed half of vivaldi’s 
op. 3 concertos. the two composers, almost precise contemporaries 
(born in 1678, vivaldi was seven years Bach’s senior), are today the 
two most-performed Baroque composers—and vivaldi exerted a vital 
influence on Bach’s instrumental works. Bach’s concertos, in turn, link 
to the classical concertos of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven.

by joseph horowitz, artistic adviser
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gO tWice aS Far With the 
zhang challenge

twenty-five years ago, Maestro carl 
st.clair took the baton of a young american 
orchestra and began a journey of illumination 
that has transformed Pacific symphony into 
the world-class orchestra we enjoy today. 
He has nourished our community with his 
passion for music and education and his deep 
belief that we each play an important part in 
the musical vitality of Pacific symphony. to 

celebrate Maestro st.clair’s anniversary, we are honored to have 
received a generous challenge grant of $250,000 from Pacific 
symphony Board Member and orange county philanthropist 
charlie Zhang, who has offered to match dollar-for-dollar 
every new or increased gift received before June 30. With your 
generosity and passion for music, we will all carry the baton for 
our Pacific symphony! 

continue the journey with a gift that can go twice as far 
by visiting Pacificsymphony.org/donate or calling the 
development office at (714) 876-2362.
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reputation. Back in russia, soviet aesthetic strictures sweetened and 
softened Prokofiev’s acerbic idiom. He was even forced to compose 
“by committee.” His life was unquestionably shortened by illness and 
anxiety. and—no less than with shostakovich—the soviet pressure-
cooker catalyzed his most famous music: the Fifth symphony, the 
seventh Piano sonata, and Romeo and Juliet.

a central participant in the Pacific symphony’s shostakovich festival 
last season was the pianist alexander toradze, whose own russian/
american odyssey is anything but simple. toradze was born in tbilisi 
in 1952. He graduated from the Moscow conservatory. He defected 
to the united states. some years ago when i asked toradze to assess 
Prokofiev’s fate, he paused a long minute before answering:

“the impact of politics on Prokofiev and shostakovich—on their 
music—is so obvious any idiot can hear the difference. after 
interference from stalin, a person changes entirely. oK, maybe 
you can say that the lesser the genius, the more drastic the 
change. take the case of Khatchaturian, whose music is so sugary. 
His early music, as it turns out, is confrontational: avant-garde, 
constructivist, futurist, intent on demolishing everything. With 
Prokofiev and shostakovich, the transformation is more organic. 
Even so, early Prokofiev works like sarcasms, early shostakovich 
works like the First Piano sonata are enfant terrible explosions. 
But do we want a different Prokofiev, a different shostakovich than 
what we have? do we want Prokofiev without the Fifth symphony 
and War and Peace and Romeo and Juliet? Yes, you can argue that 
both shostakovich and Prokofiev produced their best work under 
stalin. this music comprises a rather sizable part of 20th century 
music. unfortunately, that’s the conclusion you have to make.”

Prokofiev’s copious diaries, published in 2002, have enhanced 
understanding of Prokofiev the man—as has simon Morrison’s massive 
2009 study The People’s Artist: Prokofiev’s Soviet Years. But the gain in 
information and nuance has not furnished clarity: in real life, decisions 
are rarely reducible to lists of reasons. Prokofiev remains an elusive 
personality, not especially prone to self-reflection or self-disclosure. 
addressing the central topic of his book Morrison summarizes:

though valued by the regime and supported by its 
institutions, [Prokofiev] suffered correction and censorship, 
the eventual result being a gradual sapping of his creative 
energies. He sought to influence soviet cultural policy, but 
instead it influenced him. Prokofiev revised and re-revised 
his late ballets and operas in an effort to see them staged, 
but, more often than not, his labors went to waste. 

Morrison reports that Prokofiev never intended to stay put in 
the soviet union. He was lured back by a government in need 
of international celebrities. He imagined, Morrison writes, “that 
Moscow would simply replace Paris as the center of his operations.” 
World War ii and stalinist repression intervened.

should Prokofiev have known better? visiting russian in 1927, he 
learned of detentions, disappearances and suicides. and yet following 
a second such trip two years later, he wrote in his diary: “it’s a shame 
to part from the ussr. the goal of the trip was obtained: i have 
certainly, definitely become stronger.” like shostakovich (or, for that 
matter, aaron copland in the u.s.), Prokofiev was far from immune to 
the goal of a simplified and patriotic people’s art. a 1933 diary entry 
reads: “several hints that my music is too complicated for the masses 
gave me the idea that what is needed now is to create for the masses 
in a manner that allows the music to remain good. My previous 
melodic pieces and my search for a ‘new simplicity’ have prepared 
me well for this task.”

Selections from Romeo and Juliet
Instrumentation: 3 flutes (third doubling on piccolo), 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, 
bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 2 trombones, bass 
trombone, tuba, timpani, 4 percussion, harp, piano, tenor saxophone, strings 
Performance time: 38 minutes

R ussia produced four 20th century composer/pianists of genius 
whose different responses to the revolution, and to stalinist 
terror, are fascinating and disturbing in equal measure. serge 

rachmaninoff, born in 1873, and igor stravinsky, born in 1882, fled 
the Bolsheviks and wound up settling in the united states. dmitri 
shostakovich, born in 1906, never left the soviet union. serge 
Prokofiev, born in 1891, left—and, singularly, in 1936 elected to 
return to a totalitarian state intent upon imposing patriotism and 
ideology on its creative artists. Why did he do it? What were the 
consequences? this riddle—which can never be solved—lies at the 
heart of the present Romeo and Juliet project, which restores the 
original “happy ending” of this famous ballet.

Each of our four russian composers was formidably harmed or 
empowered—or both—by political events. not so long ago, the case 
of stravinsky was simplistically understood in the West as a rescue 
operation: in Paris, in los angeles, he escaped the suffocations 
suffered by shostakovich and Prokofiev. today, we are not so sure. 
in retrospect, who can say that the “neo-classical” symphonies and 
concertos of stravinsky’s exile eclipse the overtly “russian” ballets 
of his youth? rachmaninoff, in the West, became a famous and 
popular concert pianist: an american trophy. But his creative output 
plummeted. He remained a permanent stranger in new York city 
and california. shostakovich, in leningrad, suffered world war and 
domestic terror. His mood blackened, his health declined. He was 
viciously patronized in Europe and america as a victim of ideological 
persecution. no one patronizes shostakovich today.

What was Prokofiev thinking when he repatriated his family to soviet 
russia—foreseeing (as he confided to his émigré friend vernon 
duke) that he would never be permitted to travel abroad with his 
wife and two children? if there is a conventional wisdom, it is that 
he had tired of “competing” with stravinsky’s peerless Western 
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this tale of resistance and revision partly 
documents a conflict with traditional grand 
balletic notions and genres: lavrovsky and 
ulanova wanted more “ballet music”; Prokofiev 
intended a more original, more progressive 
dance/theater piece. ulanova herself (whose 
Juliet is indelibly documented by the famous 
1955 soviet film of the ballet) reminisced:

to tell the truth we were not 
accustomed to such music, in fact 
we were a little afraid of it. it seemed 
to us that in rehearsing the adagio 
from act i, for example, we were 
following some melodic pattern of our 
own, something nearer to our own 
conception of how the love of romeo 
and Juliet should be expressed than 
that contained in Prokofiev’s “strange” 
music. For i must confess that we did 
not hear that love in his music then. 

as for the discarded happy ending, Prokofiev 
in 1941 had this to say for official consumption: 

there was quite a fuss at the time about 
our attempts to give Romeo and Juliet 

a happy ending . . . the reasons for this bit of barbarism 
were purely choreographic: living people can dance, the 
dying cannot. . . .What caused me to change my mind was 
a remark someone made to me about the ballet: “strictly 
speaking your music does not express any real joy at the 
end.” that was quite true. after several conferences with 
the choreographers it was found that the tragic ending could 
be expressed in dance and in due course the music for that 
ending was written.

Morrison comments: “Prokofiev and radlov perhaps wanted to 
believe that the two lovers had merely gone to sleep, that the 
fantastic energies in their relationship remained unaffected by 
potions and daggers. this formulation elaborates a central precept of 
christian science, whose teachings Prokofiev esteemed: ‘no form or 
physical combination is adequate to represent infinite love.’”

For our performances, carl st.clair has created a suite drawing on 
the complete ballet and the two suites extracted by Prokofiev. He has 
restored the original ending, as conceived by radlov, Piotrovsky and 
Prokofiev. and he has added two actors, representing romeo and 
Juliet in old age. the resulting script, combining shakespeare and 
faux shakespeare, is my contribution.

the diaries also document that in 1924, 
while in the West, Prokofiev converted to 
christian science. its emphasis on positive 
thought serendipitously resonated with soviet 
aesthetics. Prokofiev absorbed a mission to 
elevate russian musical culture in service to 
the russian people. in wartime works such as 
the Fifth symphony and seventh Piano sonata, 
he memorably succeeded.

*   *   *

of all the new information percolating from 
the previously sealed Prokofiev files in the 
russian state archives, the most startling 
elaborate his intention to furnish a “happy 
ending” for his Romeo and Juliet ballet. as 
reported by Morrison, a draft of the scenario 
dated May 16, 1935, terminates as follows: 

Juliet lies in her bedchamber, having 
taken the sleeping potion prepared for 
her by Friar laurence. “romeo enters,” 
“dispatches the servant,” and “pulls back 
the cover,” but he is unable . . . to rouse 
Juliet; romeo concludes that she has died 
and, grief-stricken, resolves to commit 
suicide. the arrival of Friar laurence prevents him from 
pulling out his dagger . . . . “Juliet begins to breathe.” Friar 
laurence “strikes a gong”; romeo clutches Juliet and bears 
her from the room “into a grove.” the people gather, and 
Friar laurence directs their attention to the lovers. “Juliet 
slowly comes to herself.” she and romeo express their 
feelings of relief and joy in a final dance.” a quiet musical 
apotheosis comes last.

Morrison’s account of the ballet’s history, and of its intended ending, 
is a case study in soviet art and politics. the ballet was originally 
scheduled to be presented by the Bolshoi in 1936. But a 1935 piano 
audition was poorly received. the style seemed insufficiently 
romantic. But the biggest sticking point was the ending. in 
collaboration with Prokofiev and the dramatist adrian Piotrovsky, the 
director sergey radlov had decided to update shakespeare’s story 
as “a play about the struggle for love, about the struggle for the right 
to love by young, strong, and progressive people battling against 
feudal traditions and feudal outlooks on marriage and family.” then 
the Bolshoi premiere was cancelled as part of a soviet-style cultural 
overhaul during which the theater’s administrative director, vladimir 
Mutnikh, was arrested and executed as an “enemy of the people.”

in a series of ensuing revisions to the ballet, Prokofiev restored 
shakespeare’s tragic ending. He was pressured into numerous other 
changes. still others were undertaken behind his back. the premiere, in 
1938, occured in Brno, czech republic. the first russian performance 
finally took place in leningrad in 1940, choreographed by leonid 
lavrovsky with Galina ulanova as Juliet. in 1940, stalin approved a 
Moscow performance. Within a decade, the ballet was an international 
success—and so it remains. in Morrison’s opinion, however, “the issue 
of the ending aside, the 1935 version  . . . makes more dramatic sense 
than the 1940 revision, which sounds in places like an exploratory 
draft.” Morrison also believes that the first and second concert suites 
extracted from the ballet in 1936 “provide a better sense of Prokofiev’s 
intended orchestration of the ballet than the actual score.”

thank YOu tO Our cOncert SPOnSOrS

Symphony 100

symphony 100 is an exclusive membership group that offers 
adult music education opportunities and several unique events 
or field trips available only to members. Membership is limited 
to 100 women, who support special projects of the symphony 
through an annual contribution of $1,000.
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J oseph Horowitz, Pacific symphony’s artistic adviser since 1999, has long been a pioneer 
in thematic, interdisciplinary classical music programming, beginning with his tenure as 
artistic advisor for the annual schubertiade at new York’s 92nd street Y. He is most recently 

the author of On My Way—The Untold Story of Rouben Mamoulian, George Gershwin, and “Porgy 
and Bess.” as executive director of the Brooklyn Philharmonic orchestra, he received national 
attention for “the russian stravinsky,” “dvořák and america,” “american transcendentalists,” 
“Flamenco” and other festivals that explored the folk roots of concert works and the quest for 
national identity through the arts. now an artistic adviser to various american orchestras, he has 
created more than three dozen interdisciplinary music festivals since 1985.

Horowitz is also the founding artistic director of Washington, d.c.’s path-breaking chamber 
orchestra, Post classical Ensemble, in which capacity he has produced two dvds for naxos 
that feature classical documentary films with newly recorded soundtracks. He is also the 
award-winning author of eight books that address the institutional history of classical music in 
the united states. Both Classical Music in America: A History (2005) and Artists in Exile (2008) 
were named best books of the year by The Economist. the czech Parliament has awarded him a 
certificate of appreciation; he is also the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and fellowships 
from the national Endowment for the Humanities and columbia university.

T imothy landauer was hailed “a cellist of extraordinary gifts” by The New York Times when 
he won the coveted concert artists Guild international award in 1983 in new York. 
landauer is the winner of numerous prestigious prizes and awards, among them the 

Young Musicians Foundation’s national Gregor Piatigorsky Memorial cello award, the samuel 
applebaum Grand Prize of the national solo competition of the american string teacher’s 
association and the 1984 Hammer-rostropovich scholarship award.

landauer’s extensive engagements include his highly acclaimed recitals at carnegie recital 
Hall, the ambassador auditorium in los angeles, the orford arts center in Montreal, the 
city Hall theatre in Hong Kong and in Hannover, Germany. He has performed as a soloist 
with orchestras across three continents: they include the russian Philharmonic orchestra, the 
Gulbenkian orchestra in lisbon, the Hong Kong Philharmonic, the taiwan national symphony, 
the Beijing symphony, and the shanghai symphony orchestra. in the united states, landauer 
has also appeared with the Maryland symphony, the Grand teton Festival orchestra and Pacific 
symphony.

landauer was the recipient of “the outstanding individual artist award 2004” presented by 
arts orange county. He holds the catherine and James Emmi chair.

I n april 2014, decca issued a 13-cd collector’s Edition of the “complete tone Poems and 
concertos of richard strauss,” in celebration of the 150th anniversary of his birth. raymond 
Kobler, as concertmaster of the san Francisco symphony (1980-1998), is featured as solo 

violin in Ein Heldenleben and Zarathustra, which were chosen for this honor along with four 
other tone poems conducted by Herbert Blomstedt (Don Juan, Alpine Symphony, Death and 
Transfiguration, Metamorphosen). this collection includes the vienna Philharmonic, Berlin 
Philharmonic, the cleveland orchestra and many more. it is available on arkivmusic and 
amazon.

in Stereo Review (august 1994), david Hall wrote of this recording of Ein Heldenleben: “the 
closing ‘Escape from the world and fulfillment’ is as movingly played as i have ever heard it: 
compliments not only to Kobler but also to the horn soloist… i haven’t heard the final bars 
so gloriously executed… since the Mengelberg/new York Philharmonic reading of hallowed 
memory.”

important premieres in which Kobler has been featured include the united states premiere of sir 
Michael tippett’s triple concerto in 1981, the north american premiere of the violin concerto 
by Janacek in 1989, and the united states premiere of the orchestral version of lutoslawski’s 
Partita in 1991 with the composer conducting.

Kobler has been concertmaster of Pacific symphony since 1999 and currently occupies the 
Eleanor and Michael Gordon chair.

TIMOTHY LANDAUER
cEllo

artiStS meet the artists

RAYMOND KObLER
violin

jOSEPH HOROwITz
artistic advisEr & scriPtWritEr
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P aul Manaster has been the associate concertmaster of Pacific symphony since 1998. He 
is almost a native californian, having grown up in san diego from a young age. Manaster 
has performed with a variety of groups in the southern california area, including the san 

diego symphony and the los angeles Philharmonic. He has performed as concertmaster of the 
riverside Philharmonic and the san diego chamber orchestra.

Prior to his move to orange county, Manaster lived in texas for eight years, playing with the san 
antonio symphony. He received a Bachelor of Music degree from northwestern university. in 
addition to performing, Manaster teaches violin privately and has served on the faculty of trinity 
university and other institutions. Manaster lives in irvine with his actress/oboist wife dianne, 
their daughter stephanie and three cats.

J eanne skrocki is the assistant concertmaster of Pacific symphony and concertmaster of 
the redlands symphony orchestra. she was concertmaster of the opera Pacific orchestra 
for 12 years. a native of los angeles, she began her training with her mother, Bonnie Bell, 

and then studied with Manuel compinsky of the famed compinsky trio. skrocki made her solo 
debut with the los angeles Philharmonic at age 14 and, at only 17 years old, was awarded a full 
scholarship to study with legendary violinist Jascha Heifetz in his master class at usc. skrocki 
is a member of the prestigious faculty at the Jascha Heifetz symposium held at connecticut 
college each June. locally, skrocki frequently performs at the la Jolla summerfest, as a member 
of the california Quartet and in collaboration with local jazz guitarist Peter sprague. skrocki 
has recorded with Pacific symphony, numerous chamber ensemble groups and on hundreds of 
motion picture soundtracks. Highlights include working with itzhak Perlman and Yo-Yo Ma on 
John Williams’ score for the movie Memoirs of a Geisha and with Hilary Hahn on James newton 
Howard’s score for The Village. skrocki is an enthusiastic teacher and is an artist in residence 
at the university of redlands with a full violin studio and responsibility for the strings chamber 
music program. skrocki has a bachelor’s degree in aeronautical engineering from california 
Polytechnic state university, san luis obispo.

B ridget dolkas is the principal second violin of Pacific symphony and holds the Elizabeth 
and John stahr chair. she is a passionate and vibrant member of the southern california 
musical community. as first violinist and founding member of the california Quartet, 

she co-founded the connections chamber Music series (connectionsmusic.com), of which 
tim Mangan of the Orange County Register wrote, “a worthy series.” since 2000, the california 
Quartet has performed in Europe and the united states to great acclaim.

dolkas has performed worldwide since the age of 10. in recent years, she has performed as 
soloist with south coast chamber orchestra and Poway symphony. she performed for eight 
years in the san diego symphony and the san diego opera orchestra. studying chamber music 
under such masters as Joseph silverstein, Kim Kashkashian, Fred sherry, toby appel, as well as 
the Juilliard, alexander and Miro Quartets, has made a tremendous musical impact on dolkas. 

as a student of alice schoenfeld, she earned her Bachelor of Music degree at the university of 
southern california, continuing her studies with isaac Malkin and completing a Master of Music 
degree from the Manhattan school of Music. she is near completion of a doctor of Musical arts 
degree from ucla, where she studied with Mark Kaplan. dolkas resides in the beautiful town of 
carlsbad with her husband sean (a trombonist) and two wonderful children, Miles and ruby. 

R ich Wordes is pleased to return to Pacific symphony after playing sherlock Holmes in 
Pacific symphony’s Family Musical Mornings concert of Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery 
of the Haunted Violin. Word’s other favorite stage credits include Gypsy (Herbie), Annie 

Warbucks (daddy Warbucks), Into the Woods (narrator/Mysterious Man), 42nd Street (Bert 
Barry), Fiddler on the Roof (lazar Wolf), Meet Me in St. Louis (alonzo smith); Sordid Lives (GW 
nethercutt), the concert version of South Pacific (luther Billis/narrator), Little Shop of Horrors 
(Mushnik), The Retreat from Moscow (Edward), Cabaret (Herr schultz), Hello Dolly (Horace 
vandergelder), The 1940’s Radio Hour (Johnny cantone), Scared Money (sonny); Boomers: The 
Musical Revue of a Generation (Miles); Xanadu, The Musical (danny McGuire), Titanic, The Musical 
(capt. smith), Brooklyn Boy (Manny Weiss) and Lucky Stiff (luigi/tony)

artiStS meet the artists

Paul manaSter
violin

Jeanne SkrockI
violin

bRIDGET DOLKAS
violin

RICH wORDES
roMEo (actor)
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Amy Hitchcock has performed in Nunsense, Guys & Dolls, Sordid Lives, Meet Me in St. Louis, 
Quilters, 42nd Street, Follies, Anything Goes, Steel Magnolias, Macbeth, Never In My Lifetime, 
Blood Wedding and I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change.  

she teaches the after-school drama program at the elementary schools in the laguna Beach 
unified school district during the school year. she also works with children in theater at 
Broadway Bound oc.

D avid tai Kim was born in seoul, south Korea but considers long Beach to be his 
hometown. Kim’s professional career began in 2002 when he joined the dance theatre of 
Harlem under the direction of the arthur Mitchell. in 2006, Kim performed Mitchell’s pas 

de deux “the Greatest” at the White House for President George W. Bush. Kim also performed 
with Ballet Met columbus and Ballet West as well as the Metropolitan opera. His career has 
returned him to southern california, and he recently performed nicolo Fonte’s Left Un-Said with 
Barak Ballet. Kim is currently involved in projects with clairobscure dance company, nouveau 
chamber Ballet and southern california dance theater.

A native of Bellingen, australia, Keira schwartz studied under the careful eyes of 
Josephine Jason and allan cross before heading overseas to Mannheim, Germany on 
full scholarship to “die akademie des tanzes.” upon completing her training, schwartz 

remained in Europe, dancing for staatstheatre Meiningen Ballett and the anhaltisches theater 
dessau Ballet. With new shores in sight, she then moved to England to dance for northern Ballet. 
since arriving in america, schwartz has danced for the sarasota Ballet, atlantic city Ballet, Ballet 
san Jose, company c, rawson project, Ballet red and Barak Ballet.

L orin Johnson performed with the san Francisco Ballet and american Ballet theatre under 
the directorship of Mikhail Baryshnikov. recently, he served as ballet master for alexei 
ratmansky’s The Sleeping Beauty with american Ballet theatre at segerstrom center for 

the arts. His choreography has been presented internationally at such festivals as the Fabbrica 
Europa (Florence, italy) and at the Garage Museum (Moscow, russia), as well as nationally at 
such venues at the Ford amphitheatre and los angeles theater center. Johnson is an associate 
professor of dance at california state university, long Beach. 
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carl meet the music director

I n 2014-15, Music director carl st.clair celebrates his landmark 25th anniversary season 
with Pacific symphony. He is one of the longest tenured conductors of the major american 
orchestras. st.clair’s lengthy history solidifies the strong relationship he has forged with the 

musicians and the community. His continuing role also lends stability to the organization and 
continuity to his vision for the symphony’s future. Few orchestras can claim such rapid artistic 
development as Pacific symphony—the largest orchestra formed in the united states in the last 
50 years—due in large part to st.clair’s leadership.

during his tenure, st.clair has become widely recognized for his musically distinguished 
performances, his commitment to building outstanding educational programs and his innovative 
approaches to programming. among his creative endeavors are: the vocal initiative, “symphonic 
voices,” inaugurated in 2011-12 with the concert-opera production of La Bohème, followed by 
Tosca in 2012-13, La Traviata in 2013-14 and Carmen in 2014-15; the creation five years ago of 
a series of multimedia concerts featuring inventive formats called “Music unwound”; and the 
highly acclaimed american composers Festival, which celebrates its 15th anniversary in 2014-15 
with a program of music by andré Previn.

st.clair’s commitment to the development and performance of new works by composers is 
evident in the wealth of commissions and recordings by the symphony. the 2014-15 season 
continues a recent slate of recordings that has included three newly released cds by today’s 
leading composers: richard danielpour’s Toward a Season of Peace, released in 2013-14, Philip 
Glass’ The Passion of Ramakrishna, and Michael daugherty’s Mount Rushmore and The Gospel 
According to Sister Aimee, both released in 2012-13. two more are due for release over the 
next few years, including William Bolcom’s Songs of Lorca and Prometheus and James newton 
Howard’s I Would Plant a Tree. st.clair has led the orchestra in other critically acclaimed albums 
including two piano concertos of lukas Foss; danielpour’s An American Requiem and Elliot 
Goldenthal’s Fire Water Paper: A Vietnam Oratorio with cellist Yo-Yo Ma. other composers 
commissioned by the symphony include Goldenthal in a world premiere in 2013-14, as well as 
earlier works by Bolcom, Zhou long, tobias Picker, Frank ticheli and chen Yi, curt cacioppo, 
stephen scott, Jim self (Pacific symphony’s principal tubist) and christopher theofandis.

in 2006-07, st.clair led the orchestra’s historic move into its home in the renée and Henry 
segerstrom concert Hall at segerstrom center for the arts. the move came on the heels of the 
landmark 2005-06 season that included st.clair leading the symphony on its first European 
tour—nine cities in three countries playing before capacity houses and receiving extraordinary 
responses and reviews.

From 2008-10, st.clair was general music director for the Komische oper in Berlin, where he led 
successful new productions such as La Traviata (directed by Hans neuenfels). He also served as 
general music director and chief conductor of the German national theater and staatskapelle 
(Gnts) in Weimar, Germany, where he led Wagner’s Ring Cycle to critical acclaim. He was the 
first non-European to hold his position at the Gnts; the role also gave him the distinction of 
simultaneously leading one of the newest orchestras in america and one of the oldest in Europe.

in 2014, st.clair assumed the position as music director of the national symphony orchestra in 
costa rica. His international career also has him conducting abroad several months a year, and 
he has appeared with orchestras throughout the world. He was the principal guest conductor 
of the radio sinfonieorchester stuttgart from 1998-2004, where he completed a three-year 
recording project of the villa–lobos symphonies. He has also appeared with orchestras in israel, 
Hong Kong, Japan, australia, new Zealand and south america, and summer festivals worldwide.

in north america, st.clair has led the Boston symphony orchestra (where he served as assistant 
conductor for several years), new York Philharmonic, Philadelphia orchestra, los angeles 
Philharmonic and the san Francisco, seattle, detroit, atlanta, Houston, indianapolis, Montreal, 
toronto and vancouver symphonies, among many.

a strong advocate of music education for all ages, st.clair has been essential to the creation 
and implementation of the symphony’s education programs including Pacific symphony Youth 
Ensembles, sunday casual connections, oc can You Play With us, arts-X-press and class act.

carl St.claIr
WilliaM J. GillEsPiE
Music dirEctor cHair


